T I L E S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

STRAIGHT SLAT DESIGN

Teak Tiles

Teak deck tiles from East Teak Fine Hardwoods, Inc. are an easy way to transform your
outdoor space. Whether for remodeling or new construction, teak deck and patio tiles:
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n

are easy to install in small areas

n

offer an elegant solution, whether permanent or temporary

n

update old cement patios and wood decks

n

cover over existing concrete decks or balconies

East Teak uses only high-quality, kiln-dried, Indonesian plantation teak that:
n

is very durable, with natural oils that repel water and prevent the wood from
warping, cracking or becoming brittle

n

contains natural substances that repel termites, marine borers and other insects

n

requires little maintenance and ages to a silver patina if left unfinished

n

can maintain a golden teak color with the application of teak oil or other sealer

You can choose from either straight or diagonal tiles, which can be laid out simply or
BACK
DIAGONAL SLAT DESIGN

in creative patterns:
STRAIGHT SLATS
SLAT WIDTH

1.25" BOARDS

AVERAGE WEIGHT (PER TILE)*

7.0 LBS.

LENGTH
WIDTH
HEIGHT
SURFACE AREA
FINISH

19.685" (500 MM)
19.685" (500 MM)
1.22" (31 MM)
2.7 SQ. FT.
UNFINISHED

DIAGONAL SLATS
SLAT WIDTH
AVERAGE WEIGHT (PER TILE)*
LENGTH
WIDTH
HEIGHT
SURFACE AREA
FINISH

FRONT

1.75" BOARDS
8.25 LBS.
19.685" (500 MM)
19.685" (500 MM)
1.22" (31 MM)
2.7 SQ. FT.
UNFINISHED

*Wood is a natural product and individual tile weights will vary slightly
East Teak’s decking tiles can easily be installed by homeowners or professionals. I-Connect
offers a unique, easy way to connect hardwood tiles. These connectors grip tiles
together with a system of simple holes and pegs, and can be separated into halves
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or quarters to accommodate the edges of your installation. I-Connect:
n

is made of durable plastic

n

is 5/32” thick

n

allows tiles to avoid direct contact with the surface

Ipé Tiles

IPE TILE

An exotic hardwood that is naturally resistant to rot and decay, ipé offers the durability
of teak at a moderate price. Ipé tiles can be installed as either a permanent or temporary
wood surface.
Ipé tiles are ideal for a wide range of uses:
n

over existing concrete condo or apartment balcony

n

on existing wood deck or cement patio

n

roof deck

n

walkway

n

landscaping feature

n

vacation property
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Ipé tiles age to a silvery gray patina, or you can maintain their rich dark-brown color by
applying a penetrating wood sealer. Ipé tiles feature a straight slat layout:
SLAT WIDTH

2.625" BOARDS, NON-SLIP GROOVED

AVERAGE WEIGHT (PER TILE)*

12.5 LBS.

LENGTH

19.685" (500 MM)

WIDTH

19.685" (500 MM)

HEIGHT

1.18" (30 MM)

SURFACE AREA

2.7 SQ. FT.

FINISH

UNFINISHED
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*Wood is a natural product and individual tile weights will vary slightly
When installing ipé tiles, ensure that surfaces are stable:
n

existing wood decks need to be in good structural condition

n

you can also install over packed gravel that offers good drainage

East Teak’s decking tiles can easily be installed by homeowners or professionals. I-Connect
offers a unique, easy way to connect hardwood tiles. These connectors grip tiles
together with a system of simple holes and pegs, and can be separated into halves
or quarters to accommodate the edges of your installation. I-Connect:
n

is made of durable plastic

n

is 5/32" thick

n

allows tiles to avoid direct contact with the surface
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